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Dark mode has been all the rage over the past year or so. As many people are fed up with very bright interfaces on applications and operating systems, as they should be. Smartphone manufacturers (and even PC manufacturers like Apple and Microsoft) have captured dark mode over the past year or so. Dark mode has a few advantages. Besides being
easier to see, especially at night, it also helps improve battery life on your smartphone. The way dark mode helps with battery life is quite simple. With many smartphones using OLED screens, the darker interface means it is illuminating fewer points, followed by an all-white or brighter interface. In fact, Google finds that if it turns the entire operating system
into a darker color, the user will gain quite a bit of juice. The battery will last more than 25 percent longer, on average. Samsung is one of the smartphone manufacturers that has adopted dark mode and it is part of the newly launched One User Interface with Android 9 Pie. The Dark Mode enabled option may be a bit hidden, so we're here to show you exactly
how to do it. How to activate dark mode on a Samsung Galaxy phone running a user interfaceThe first, you will want to jump on your phone Settings.Then move down and touch display.Now, looking for the optional Night Mode, It will be in the second part below is the Blue Light Filter option. Tap the tog speed button to turn on Night Mode now. If you want to
configure Night Mode, tap Night Mode. This will take you to a new screen that will show you an animation of what Night Mode will do. You can choose to keep it on all the time, or instead opt to have it turned on at a specific time – like when the sun goes down. That way you still get brighter mode during the day and darker mode at night. Because it can be
difficult to see your phone when it's dark and you're outside in direct sunlight. Samsung should also have a switch for Dark Mode in the notification shade, otherwise you can add it alone. That way you can turn it on and off whenever you want. Wrap UpSamsung's Night Mode isn't perfect, but it does a good job. It turns the majority of the operating system
dark, which is what users are looking for here. It also goes further than Android stock and even most other interfaces (except maybe oxygen operating system from OnePlus). It is essential on one UI because Samsung has turned the user interface mostly white or very light gray. Which means that if you use your phone in bed, at night, when you turn it on it
will blind you, and that's not an interesting thing. An interesting fact about Night Mode here is that it also works with Samsung themes. Because even if you prefer to use themes, you can still use night mode. When Google released the first Developer Preview build of Android 7.0 Nougat, users were happy to see that the new Night Mode was included among
the changes. This feature will cancel any blue light ingling from your screen to help you a little earlier, quite similar to f.lux for desktop, or Apple's Night Shift for iPhone. It can be set to turn on automatically based on the time of day, or you can manually turn on Night Mode with the Quick Settings switch. Don't miss:How to add your own quick install tiles in
Android NougatHowever, this feature didn't make it into the final build of Android Nougat for a number of reasons, and it wasn't even buried in the Tuner UI system. Fortunately, all the main codes for Night Mode are still there —just that it's hidden. So developer Michael Evans began investigating, and eventually found the hidden code. Once he did that, he
created an app to trigger night mode settings that didn't work in all its glory. As a result, we can now get a blue cancellation screen filter on Android Nougat, and the best part is, this does not even require root. Don't miss: How to get Android Nougat on your Nexus right now first up, you'll need to activate the UI Tuner hidden system menu on your device. To
do that, swipe down twice from the top of the screen to completely expand the Quick Settings menu. From here, press and hold the small gear icon in the top right corner, then let go after about 10 seconds. You'll be taken directly to your Settings menu, where you'll see a toast notification that said Congratulations! A system user interface tuning device has
been added to Settings. If you'd like more help with this section, including troubleshooting tips, be sure to check out our full system UI tuning guide at the link below. Don't miss: How to turn on the Hidden System UI Tug Menu The app that allows Night Mode on Nougat is called Night Mode Enabler, and now that you've turned on the System UI Tug, you're
ready to install it. Install the free Night Mode Enabler from the Next Google Play Store, simply open night mode enabler, then tap the solitary button in the middle of the screen. From here, you'll be taken to the Hidden Night Mode settings menu in Android's System UI Tuning. Make sure you turn on the On switch at the top of the screen here, and if you want,
you can adjust other Night Mode settings while you're in this mode. With the default setting, Night Mode will automatically start at sunset in your position, after which the blue cancellation effect will continue to be stronger when the outside is darker. But if you want a manually overwritten switch to turn Night Mode on or off whenever you want, you can add a
Quick Settings tile for this. Don't miss: Switch settings faster You can add to Android NougatTo start, swipe down twice from the top of the screen to fully expand the Quick Settings menu. From here, tap the Edit button, after scroll to the bottom of the list to find the Night Mode switch. Next, just press the tow button a long time, then drag it up to the dark gray
area at the top of this menu and drop it into place. From now on, you'll be able to tap this to switch button to rotate Night Night on or off, regardless of automatic settings. Whether you turn it on manually or allow it to start automatically, Night Mode will make your screen a little orange when it works. This is because it cancels out any blue light inguling from
your phone's screen, as studies have shown that the frequency of light in this spectrum can disrupt your circadent rhythm if viewed after sunset. What night mode looks like (Photoshop simulation effect). Some users have reported that they are unlikely to be able to add a Quick Settings to Night Mode to the switch. If this ends up happening, it's best to reset
your Quick Settings switch, then add the Night Mode switch again. To do that, just go to the Edit menu in Quick Settings, then tap the three-dot menu button in the top right corner and select Reset. It's a small bug and may be why Google left this feature to start with, but it's a small price to pay to get this great functionality. Don't miss: 25 Great new things you
can do with Android Nougat Keep your connection safe without a monthly bill. Sign up for a lifetime VPN Unlimited for all your devices by purchasing once from the new Hacks Gadget Store and watching Hulu or Netflix without regional restrictions. Buy Now (80% off) &gt; Dallas Thomas cover photos and screenshots/Add-on Hacks You may not notice
during the day, but late at night, your phone or tablet may well be the sun. Bright screens make you squint and can keep you awake at wee hours. Don't worry, your Galaxy device has a solution. It's called Dark Mode or Night Mode on older models. Set a darker theme on your phone or tablet so you can use it more comfortably at night. Note: Flashing can
occur when using Dark Mode or Night Mode with certain apps. To prevent this problem, make sure to keep your device and app software up to date. Note: Dark mode might not work if you're using downloaded themes, high-contrast fonts, or certain third-party apps. When you use Dark Mode, all of your phone's pre-installed Samsung menus, settings, and
apps use a darker theme. However, most third-party apps will remain the same. First, swipe down from the top of the screen with two fingers to open the Quick Settings table. Then, swipe in and tap the Dark Mode or Night Mode icon. The icon glows when Dark Mode is turned on. To turn off Dark Mode, tap the icon again. On phones running Android 10, you
can also access Dark Mode from the top of the Display Settings screen. If you sometimes forget to turn on Dark Mode or Night Mode, just make it automatically turn it on or off at a set time. First, swipe down from the top of the screen with two fingers to open the Quick Settings table. Then tap and hold the Dark Mode or Night Mode icon to open its settings
page. Tap the switch next to Turn on scheduled. Choose Sunset for Sunrise to automatically switch Dark mode in the evening and off in the morning. You can also choose a custom Schedule to set your own schedule for Dark Mode. Tap Start time, select your desired time, and then tap Done. Next, tap End time, select time, and then tap Done. You can also
adjust other settings on this page. You can apply Dark Mode to your phone's wallpaper. Or, you can tap the switch next to the Adaptive color filter to automatically turn on the Blue Light filter between sunset and sunrise to reduce eye strain. However, these two options are only available on phones running Android 10. Note: Even if you set a scheduled time
for Dark Mode, you can still manually turn it on or off whenever you want. Thank you for your feedback! © 2020 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. SAMSUNG is a registered trademark of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. All other trademarks, products and services, and their respective trademarks, names and logos, are the property of their respective owners.
The above content is provided only for entertainment and informational purposes. Refer to the manual for more complete information. All information in this document is subject to change without notice. Samsung is not responsible for any direct or indirect damages, arising out of or relating to the use or trust of the contents of this document.
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